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Abstract 
The concept of preestablishing Virtual Path Connections (VPCs) in ATM networks of
fers a number of advantages, such as simplified on-demand connection setup and fault 
management. However, preallocation of bandwidth resources to VPCs minimizes resource 
sharing and leads to poor resource utilization. This is especially true if the VPC band
width allocations are computed allowing for some uncertainty in traffic characterization. 
In this paper, we propose DIVA, an algorithm for distributed and dynamic VPC band
width management. DIVA alleviates the problem of poor VPC resource utilization by 
dynamically adjusting VPC bandwidth allocations, thus minimizing the effect of traffic 
uncertainty. This algorithm is proposed for hierarchical networks based on the ATM Fo
rum's PNNI routing standard. Using hooks provided by PNNI routing, network nodes 
monitor VPC bandwidth usage, make dynamic VPC bandwidth/buffer modifications, 
and set up and remove VPCs dynamically. This algorithm also handles the additions and 
failures of network elements such as links and switches. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Provisioned Virtual Path Connections (VPCs) in ATM networks offer a number of advan
tages: (a) reduced on-demand connection setup time, (b) fast rerouting of bundles of Vir
tual Channel Connections (VCCs), useful in networks with high reliability requirements, 
(c) potential reduction in "switching" costs by using crossconnects without expensive call 
processing software in parts of the network instead of more expensive switches, and (d) 
in particular application areas, such as wireless ATM networks, where provisioning VPCs 
between adjacent pairs of base-stations allows mobile handoffs to be simplified (Srinivasan 
and Veeraraghavan, 1996). 

On the other hand, a drawback of using provisioned VPCs with preallocated capacity is 
that network utilization (transmission efficiency) is reduced since link and node resources 
are partitioned (rather than shared) (Veeraraghavan et a!., 1996). This effect is especially 
true if the resource allocations to VPCs are made allowing for uncertainty in traffic charac-
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terization. The effect of varying traffic patterns can be sharply reduced by using a scheme 
which dynamically adjusts VPC resource allocations based on usage. The presence of such 
a scheme will reduce the transmission inefficiency factor of using provisioned VPCs with 
preallocated capacity. Besides being dynamic, the VPC management scheme needs to be 
distributed for the reason that a centralized solution does not scale well with the size of 
the network, and is also very poor from a fault tolerance perspective. In this paper, we 
propose a dynamic and distributed algorithm for monitoring and managing VPCs. 

Dynamic management of VPC routes and resource allocations can be done by continu
ously monitoring the network and reacting to repeated congestion patterns and topological 
changes caused by failures and addition of network elements such as links and nodes. The 
standardization of the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) (Stallings, 1993) 
and the ATM Management Information Base (MIB) (Ahmed and Tesink, 1994) provides 
one method to achieve this. However, constantly reading and writing MIB variables for 
this purpose is typically too burdensome to the switch agents and is also too slow. Anal
ternative to gathering network state information by reading MIB variables is provided by 
the ATM Forum's PNNI routing protocol (ATM Forum, 1996), which enables information 
about the network to be gathered and disseminated in a scalable manner. Hence, DIVA 
is proposed for hierarchical networks based on the PNNI routing standard. Using hooks 
provided by PNNI routing, network nodes monitor VPC bandwidth usage, make dynamic 
VPC bandwidth/buffer modifications, and set up and remove VPCs dynamically. Note 
that, currently, there is no solution for dynamic VPC management in the PNNI stan
dard. One approach to realize changes in VPC routes/allocations is by using the switch 
signaling software. However, the use of sequential node-by-node setup and configuration 
procedure can result in excessive VPC adjustment delays. This approach also requires 
additional software to monitor VPCs and initiate adjustments, on already overloaded 
switches. The Parallel Connection Control (PCC) scheme (Veeraraghavan et al., 1996), 
originally proposed for on-demand connection set up, provides solutions for both these 
drawbacks. First, PCC recognizes the inherent parallelism in the connection establish
ment procedure and executes actions at a number of switches in parallel rather than in 
sequence. This concept can be used for fast VPC setup/modification. A second aspect of 
PCC is that it separates some of the connection management functions into connection 
servers, distinct from switches. Hence, the additional software for monitoring VPCs and 
initiating adjustments can be moved to the connection servers. 

DIVA utilizes these advantages of PCC and the hooks provided by PNNI routing to 
provide a scalable solution for the VPC management problem. In other words, DIVA 
is targeted at networks that use PNNI and PCC for switched connection management. 
Specifically, it addresses the following issues. 

• Where should VPCs be laid and what are the parameters needed? 
e How should VPCs be realized? To answer this, we need to answer the following two 

questions: (a) How should VPCs be routed? (b) How much bandwidth and buffer 
resources should be allocated to each VPC? 

e When should adjustments be made to VPC routes/allocations? 
• How are changes to VPC configurations accomplished in reaction to link and node (a) 

failures, and (b) additions and restorals? 

Past approaches for the creation and maintenance of VPCs are the following. 
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e Centralized optimization based schemes (Siebenhaar, 1994, Cheng and Lin, 1994, Fara
go eta!., 1995, Logothetis and Shioda, 1995): These are based on the solution of a non
linear optimization with non-linear constraints. Such optimizations are computationally 
intractable and approximate models are used which retract from the optimality while 
still not simplifying the schemes sufficiently to allow them to be run often enough, 
further compromising on the optimality of the assigned bandwidths. The centralized 
nature of these approaches has drawbacks from the points of view of scalability and 
fault tolerance. 

e Distributed heuristic (Shioda and Uose, 1991 ): The drawbacks of this scheme are the 
following. (a) Only one VPC is allowed between each pair of switches which is unreason
able in practice since the required bandwidth to accommodate all the traffic between 
a pair of switches may not be available on a single route. It is also not acceptable from 
a fault tolerance perspective. (b) The route of each VPC is precomputed and fixed. In 
practice, network state is constantly changing and so does the "best" route between a 
pair of nodes. Hence, a VPC management scheme should allow for VPCs to be rerouted 
periodically. 

None of the above schemes addresses the issue of dynamically handling network state 
changes such as link and node failures and additions. Lastly, and perhaps most impor
tantly, any solution to the VPC management problem needs to address the practical issue 
of interworking with existing standards and/or systems. There is no attempt in this di
rection in (Siebenhaar, 1994, Cheng and Lin, 1994, Farago et a!., 1995, Logothetis and 
Shioda, 1995, Shioda and Uose, 1991 ), which detracts from their practicality. 

In our work, we aim for a solution to the VPC bandwidth/buffer/route management 
problem that has the following properties. 

e The solution should be scalable with respect to the size of the network. This precludes 
any centralized approaches. 

e The solution should be robust and be capable of handling network state changes such 
as network element additions and failures. 

e It should not assume fixed precomputed routing of the VPCs. VPCs should be routed 
according to the "best" paths, which could change with time as the network state 
changes. 

e It should be able to take advantage of existing standards and interwork with them. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines some terms used in 
the rest of the paper. Section 3 describes the details of DIVA, our algorithm for VPC 
management, and Section 4 summarizes the contributions of the paper. 

2 TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS 

We model the call arrival processes as Markov Modulated processes (Shroff and Schwartz, 
1996, Choudhury eta!., 1996). Each source is characterized by the tuple [M, R], where M 
is the K-state transition matrix, and R is a K x 1 vector of source intensities. 

When cells from multiple sources arrive at a switch, the cells are stored in a buffer 
till the destination port/link is free. Cells may be lost due to buffer overflow of finite 
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Figure 1 Distribution of functions between connection server and switch resource server. 

sized buffers and the stochastic nature of the sources. An important QoS criterion for a 
connection is the Cell Loss Ratio (CLR), which is the ratio of the total number of cells 
that are dropped due to buffer overflow to the total number of cells that arrive at the 
switch. Cells also experience a Cell Delay Variation (CDV), which is the time spent in 
a buffer, before being switched out. We make a distinction between the end-to-end CLR 
and CDV constraints for a connection and a VPC. We refer to the former simply as the 
end-to-end CLR/CDV constraints and to the latter as the end-to-end VPC CLR/CDV 
constraints. 

The equivalent bandwidth of a set Sn, of n sources, is the constant rate Ceq(b, 8, Sn) at 
which a buffer of size b cells should be emptied so that the CLR experienced by the source 
is less than e. Expressions for Ceq (.) exist in the literature, for instance in (Guerin et a!.' 
1991). 

Calls arriving at a VPC are modeled as Poisson processes with a mean rate >.. The call 
departure process is also Poisson with mean 11· The ratio p = 1 is called the offered traffic. 

I' 

A call gets blocked on the VPC when the resources available on the link are inadequate 
to support the call. The probability that this happens, is termed as the Call Blocking 
Probability (CBP). 

VPCs are of two types, homogeneous if they only support calls of a single traffic class, or 
heterogeneous if they support multiple classes of traffic. For a homogeneous VPC capable 
of supporting v calls, the CBP is a function of v and p. For a heterogeneous VPC with k 
classes capable of supporting Vj calls of class j with offered traffic pj, j E {1, · · ·, k }, the 
CBP is a function of Vt, · · ·, Vk and pt, · · ·, Pk (Kaufman, 1981, Labourdette and Hart, 
1992, Choudhury et a!., 1995). 

3 DYNAMIC AND DISTRIBUTED VPC MANAGEMENT 

In this section, we describe the network architecture assumed, the procedure for exchange 
and dissemination of routing information inside the network, and our algorithm, DIVA, 
for managing VPCs in a hierarchically organized network. 
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3.1 Network architecture 

DIVA is designed for networks that use PNNI and Parallel Connection Control (PCC) 
(Veeraraghavan et al., 1996) for switched connection management. The network nodes 
are gathered into hierarchical Peer Groups (PGs) for scalability reasons. Nodes are of two 
types, switches and connection servers (CSs). CSs collect and disseminate routing infor
mation, compute routes, and coordinate parallel connection setup inside a PG. Switches 
run switch resource servers (SRSs) which perform switch resource management functions, 
consisting of (a) Connection Admission Control (CAC) for buffer and bandwidth resource 
allocations, (b) selecting incoming and outgoing VPis/VCis for VCCs, or incoming and 
outgoing VPis for VPCs, (c) configuring the switch fabric by setting Port/VPI/VCI trans
lation tables for VCCs or Port/VPI translation tables for VPCs, and (d) programming 
parameters for various runtime (user-plane) algorithms, such as cell scheduling, per VC 
queuing or per-VP queuing, priority control, rate control, etc. Software implementing UNI 
(User Network Interface) signaling (The ATM Forum, 1994), PNNI signaling (for PG to 
PG connection setup), PNNI routing (for communicating current topology state informa
tion), and PCC (for intra-PG connection setup) are distributed between the SRSs and 
CSs, as shown in Figure 1. 

The function of VPC monitoring and adjustment initiation, required for VPC manage
ment, is also assigned to connection servers, which initiate VPC modifications/setups in 
response to topological changes reported via the PNNI routing protocol messages. For 
this added functionality, a primary connection server is assigned to each switch. Any of 
the other connection servers in the same PG act as alternate connection servers in case 
of failures. (These details are described in Section 3.3). 

Each PG in the network has a CS designated as the Peer Group Leader (PGL ). A PGL of 
a PG at level L represents this PG at level L+1 as a logical group node (LGN). Two LGNs 
may be connected to each other by a logical link which is an aggregate representation of 
one or more links between the corresponding PGs at the lower level. PGLs obtain routing 
information about the switches in their peer groups and propagate a condensed version 
of this information to its peers in the higher-level peer group. 

Figure 2 shows the PNNI/PCC network architecture assumed for our VPC management 
algorithm. 

3.2 Inter-node routing information exchange 

As described in Section 3.1, DIVA utilizes hooks in the PNNI routing protocol to gather 
periodic updates about network topology and state. This section describes how the PNNI 
routing protocol is executed in the network architecture shown in Figure 2 with switches 
and connection servers. 

PNNI routing messages are of two types, Hello packets and PNNI Topology State 
Packets (PTSPs) (ATM Forum, 1996). Nodes in the network run a modified version of 
the Hello protocol (ATM Forum, 1996). Hello packets are exchanged across each link that 
comes up and the nodes attached to the link exchange information to establish their 
identity as well as their PG membership. Each switch also informs each of its neighbors 
belonging to a different PG the identity of its primary connection server. This piece of 
information propagates to the connection servers in the adjacent PG and is used for 
setting up connections spanning multiple PGs (as will be explained later). Neighboring 
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nodes also exchange periodic Hello packets which serve as "heartbeats" to monitor the 
health of the neighboring node. 

Switches in the network create PNNI Topology State Elements (PTSEs) about their 
local state, namely about their own identity and capabilities. Switches do not maintain 
topology state information and hence do not exchange such information with each other. 
Instead these PTSEs are encapsulated into PTSPs and sent to the primary connection 
server of the switch. These PTSEs also contain topology state parameters describing the 
state of links associated with the node in question as well as all the VPCs originating at 
the nodes. This information is used by the connection server to perform VPC bandwidth 
management functions. 

The connection servers in a PG exchange topology state and reachability information 
with each other in order to synchronize their topology databases. Each connection server 
reliably floods the connection servers in its PG with detailed information about the state 
of the nodes for which it is the primary connection server as well as links associated with 
these nodes. This information is used by the connection servers to perform detailed route 
computation inside the PG. Also, the PGL condenses this information and floods it in 
its PG. The PGL also receives such condensed information about other PGs and floods 
this information among all the nodes in its child PG if this is not a lowest level PG and 
among the different connection servers in a lowest level PG. 

PTSEs in the topology databases of the connection servers are subject to aging rules 
and deletion just as in PNNI based networks. 

3.3 DIVA: Algorithm for VPC management 

In this section, we present the details of our VPC management algorithm, DIVA. 
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Where should VPCs be laid and what are the parameters needed? 
The following parameters have to be determined by or specified to the connection server 
which sets up the VPC. (a) VPC type, namely heterogeneous or homogeneous, (b) the 
source characteristics, as the set of [M, R] tuples for each source, (c) the end-to-end CLR 
and CDV constraints rand 8, for each class of traffic supported by the VPC, and (e) the 
number of calls of each class of traffic, either directly specified or indirectly specified by 
giving the CBP constraints. 

The pairs of switches i and j to be connected by VPCs can be determined by one of 
the following methods. 

1. Approach based on traffic monitoring: As explained in Section 3.1, one of the 
functions performed by the connection servers is to receive UNI signaling messages 
requesting SVC setup and determine routes within its PG to set up SVCs. Thus each 
connection server C S knows the number of on-demand connections set up between each 
switch SW for which it is the primary connection server and other switches in the PG. 
If there is no VPC between switches SW and SW' and the number of connection setup 
requests over a certain window of time Tmonitor exceeds a threshold rma;r, CS decides 
that SW and SW' need to be connected by one or more VPC. 
Besides determining the node pairs that should be connected by a VPC, some of the 
parameters of the VPC can also be determined from the SVC setup and release data, 
namely, source characteristics, end-to-end VPC CLR and CDV constraints, the CBP 
constraint on the VPC and the offered traffic. The details of how these parameters are 
determined are deferred to a later paper. The type of VPC to set up as well as the CBP 
constraint, either system wide or for each node pair, have to specified to the connection 
servers. 

2. Rule based VPC approach: For certain applications, we may decide to have VPCs 
between certain pairs of nodes from the very beginning, based on a certain set of 
prespecified rules. For example, in IP-over-ATM networks we can avoid connection 
setup to transfer connectionless IP packets by connecting each pair of IP routers by a 
VPC. 

3. VPCs requests from an administrator/ manager: Each such request has to specify 
all the parameters enumerated above, for every pair of switches, i and m, that have to 
be connected by one or more VPCs. 

The above three approaches are not mutually exclusive. While a given approach may 
work better for certain types of VPCs, it may not be applicable for others. The complete 
answer to the question of where to lay the VPCs is a combination of all three approaches. 

How are VPCs realized? 
The two questions related to the realization of VPCs are: (a) How should VPCs be routed?, 
and (b) How much bandwidth and buffer resources should be allocated to each VPC? Let 
us assume that a connection server needs to realize a sufficient number of VPCs between 
two switches i and m with the given set of parameters defined above. Connection servers 
and switch resource servers are involved in the VPC-realization phase. The following steps 
are involved in setting up a VPC. 

Step 1: First, the connection server needs to determine the number of calls that must 
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be accommodated on these VPCs. This data may be directly provided in the request 
or it may need to be inferred by the connection server from the specified call blocking 
probabilities and offered traffic. The number of calls can be computed using the Erlang-B 
formula (Jagerman, 1974) for homogeneous VPCs and using a multiservice CBP method 
(Kaufman, 1981, Labourdette and Hart, 1992, Choudhury et al., 1995) for heterogeneous 
VPCs. 

Step 2: Next, the connection server performs route computation using routing information 
(reachability and the state of different elements) previously collected via PNNI routing 
protocol messages. It uses an estimate of the required bandwidth derived from the source 
descriptions to determine the "best" (most likely to succeed) "shortest path" routes for 
the VPCs. It then attempts to set up the VPC along one of these routes. 

Step 3: For each selected route, the connection server needs to apportion the end-to-end 
VPC CLR and CDV, for traffic class j, or and rr respectively, among the switches 
on the route. This is a complex problem (Nagarajan, 1993), especially if switches from 
multiple vendors are to be accommodated. One simple solution, based on estimating the 
number of switches n. the VPC passes through, is to apportion the end-to-end class j 
VPC CDV constraint rr equally among all the switches giving a per-switch constraint 

of ::.E. Similarly, if the end-to-end class j VPC CLR constraint 83~ot is equally distributed n, 
I 

among then. switches, the CLR constraint on each switch is 1- (1- O}otp;;. 

Step 4: VPC setup is done using parallel setup of switches within a PG and sequential 
setup from one PG to the next. Connection setup within a PG consists of two phases: a 
resource reservation phase and a fabric configuration phase, as shown in Figure 3. In the 
resource reservation phase, the connection server sends a Reserve.Resources message 
to the SRSs (Switch Resource Servers) on the switches of the selected route, in paral
lel, requesting them to set aside the necessary resources. Each SRS that receives such 
requests pushes them into a queue and processes them sequentially. This allows multi
ple connection servers to simultaneously contact an SRS without causing any deadlocks 
(Veeraraghavan et al., 1996). Each Reserve.Resources message specifies the parameters 
[Mj, Rj], (}j, Tj, and llj for each service class j. Each SRS then performs CAC (Connection 
Admission Control) functions to determine if it can satisfy the request. To do this, it must 
determine the required bandwidth and buffer resources from the parameters specified in 
the Reserve.Resource message. Buffer and bandwidth allocations are performed simul
taneously by the SRS on each switch within the constraints of (a) the available switch 
buffer and bandwidth resources, and (b) the cell loss and delay variation constraints on 
the connection. If the SRS determines that it has sufficient resources to meet these re-
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quirements, it sets aside these resources and marks them as unavailable. It also selects 
VPis to be used for this VPC. It then sends a Resources.Available message back to 
the requesting connection server. If the requested resources are not available, it responds 
with a Resources_Unavailable message. 

Step 5: If the first phase is successful, responses carrying actual delay guarantees are 
received by the connection server which uses these to compute the residual constraints 
to be satisfied by switches in PGs further down the route. Then the connection server 
(A.2.5 in the example) enters the second phase by sending a Configure..Switch message 
in parallel to all the switches on the route, as shown in Figure 3. An SRS receiving this 
message sets port/VPI translation table entries. In other words, it configures the switch 
fabric to realize the VPC. It also sets buffer allocations for the VPCs (assuming per-VP 
queuing in the nodes) and provides the allocated bandwidth to the switch scheduler for 
enforcement. 

For multi-PG VPCs, a connection server in each PG performs this two phase setup 
approach for the switches in its PG. PG to PG setup proceeds sequentially using PNNI 
signaling messages for communication between connection servers in different PGs. 

Once the above 5 steps are completed successfully in the last PG along the route of 
the VPC, appropriate data tables are created at the VPC terminating switches, by the 
connection servers in the PGs of these switches, to enable them to treat each other as 
"logically connected" neighbors. D 

When and how should adjustments be made to VPC routes and resource 
allocations? 
This determination is done using one of two approaches: by monitoring call blocking prob
abilities or by monitoring VPC cell usage. Using the periodic updates received from each 
switch SW for which it is the primary connection server, each connection server CS 
monitors the state of each VPC associated with the switches. If, in the previous time
frame, either (a) the observed CBP f3meas on a VPC is not within a specified range 
[(1- PI) x (3, (1 + p,.) x (3] where the target CBP for the VPC is (3, or the average occupied 
bandwidth Cocc is not in the range [min X Cactual, max X Cactuad, the primary connection 
server of one of the terminating switches of the VPC takes corrective action. 

When f3meas < (1 -pi) X f3 or Cocc < min X Cactual, it attempts to reduce the allocated 
bandwidth. The connection server uses the two-phase approach described in Section 3.3 
to realize this adjustment of lowering the assigned bandwidth (expressed as a percentage 
in the Reserve.Resources message). The exception to this bandwidth reduction step is 
when the occupied VPC bandwidth is smaller than a minimum Cmin· In such a case the 
connection server marks the VPC as "frozen". No more connections are admitted on this 
VPC and it is allowed to empty out. When the last call completes, the VPC is torn down 
and the resources recovered. 

On the other hand, when the bandwidth is inadequate to support the required CBP and 
f3meas > (1 + p,.) X (3 or Cocc > max X Cactual, the connection server attempts to increase 
the bandwidth assigned to the VPC. This is also done using the two-phase approach 
described in Section 3.3. In the first phase, the connection server contacts all the switches 
in parallel requesting an increase in bandwidth (again, expressed as a percentage). In the 
second phase, it sends a commit request. If the attempt to increase bandwidth fails, the 
connection server attempts to set up a new VPC between this pair of switches on a new 
route. 
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How do we accommodate link and node additions and failures? 
Lastly, we briefly describe the actions that happen in the network when its state changes 
in any of the following ways: addition of a switch, connection server or link, and failure 
of a switch, connection server or link. 
Addition of a link: The switches on either side of the newly added link inform their 
respective primary connection servers about the new link. These connection servers in 
turn flood this information among other connection servers in the PG. This information 
also passes up the hierarchy if the link is between PGs. Thus the new link is added to the 
topology databases of all the necessary connection servers in the routing domain. These 
connection servers then start using the link for routing future connections. 
Addition of a switch: As soon as a switch S fires up (it may be a new switch or a failed 
switch being restored after repair), it starts the Hello protocol over each of its outgoing 
links. Simultaneously it requests a list of connection servers in its PG from its neighbors. 
Once it receives this information S sends a Register message to a chosen connection 
server CSc informing it of its status as a newly added node and requesting that it J;>e 
assigned a primary connection server. C Sc chooses the least loaded connection server*, in 
its estimation, C Sp in the PG. It then forwards the Register message to C Sp. C Sp then 
establishes a direct logical signaling link with S and informs S about it. Once this link is 
established, S starts sending periodic PTSPs on this link to C Sp. The other connection 
servers in the PG know about Sand topology state information associated with S from 
the PTSPs flooded periodically by C Sp in the PG. 
Addition of connection server: When a connection server, CSn comes up, it con
tacts its neighbors (which may be switches or other connection servers) to determine the 
address of other connection servers in the PG. It then proceeds to contact them and es
tablish logical links to some or all of them and performs a topology database copy. It now 
starts receiving PTSPs from other connection servers and proceeds to do the same. Other 
connection servers in the PGs also use a "handshake" protocol to off-load some of the 
switches they are currently responsible for to the newly added connection server which is 
lightly loaded. 
Failure of a link: Failures, both intermittent and permanent, may be detected by Op
eration and Maintenance (OAM) functions executed at different levels of the network 
hierarchy, namely, the physical layer OAM, ATM VP and VC layer OAM (ITU-T, 1993). 
Hello packets running at the PNNI routing protocol layer also aid in detecting failures. 
For example, when a link goes down, the nodes on either side of the link stop receiving 
Hello "heartbeat" packets from the node across the link and pass this information up to 
their primary connection servers. Correlating the alarms and failure indication messages 
received from different levels of the hierarchy and determining their cause is a complex 
problem. The connection servers could execute one of the algorithms from the litera
ture (see (Katzela and Schwartz, 1995) for one such algorithm) to determine the failed 
network element. For example, using the information about missing Hello packets, the 
connection servers could determine which link has failed. This information is then flooded 
inside the network and eventually reaches the the topology databases of necessary con
nection servers which then do not use the failed element in computing future routes. 
Also, when a connection server C S determines that a link 1 has failed, it reroutes any 

*Real-time loading information is assumed to be exchanged between the CSs in a PG in the PTSPs. 
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VPCs that it is monitoring, which use this link. The reuse of signaling software for VPC 
setup/modification and PCC for fast connection setup are the two aspects of DIVA that 
enable fast restoration of VPCs. 
Failure of a switch: The failure of a switch is equivalent to the failure of all the links 
around it. The node is marked unreachable by the connection servers and is not used for 
routing connections. 
Failure of a connection server: When a connection server C S1 fails, each switch SW 
for which it was the primary connection server goes through the procedure followed by 
a switch that is newly added to the network (as explained above). Switch SW chooses 
another connection server C S2 as its primary connection server, and starts sending their 
PTSPs to CS2 • 

4 SUMMARY 

Virtual Path Connections (VPCs) provide numerous advantages in ATM networks. They 
however suffer from the disadvantage of poor resource allocation due to preallocation of 
bandwidth and lack of sharing. In this paper, we addressed the issue of making VPCs 
resource efficient using dynamic VPC bandwidth management. We proposed DIVA, a 
distributed and dynamic algorithm for VPC monitoring and maintenance for the ATM 
Forum's Private Network-Network Interface (PNNI) standards based hierarchical net
works. We described the approach used by DIVA to answer the following questions about 
VPC management. 

• Where should VPCs be laid and how are the parameters to set up VPCs determined? 
• How should VPCs be realized, i.e., (a) how should VPCs be routed, and (b) how much 

bandwidth and buffer resources should be allocated to each VPC? 
• When and how should adjustments be made to VPC routes/allocations? 
• How are changes to VPC configurations accomplished in reaction to link and node (a) 

failures, and (b) additions and restorals? 
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